
Explanation

From Now On (Anymore) is a sculpture exhibition that 
documents negative space, misinformation, and lost time.

Lyrics:

Turkish folk singer Selda Bağcan’s “Bundan Sonra”, or “From Now 
On (Anymore)”, is a testament to resolute loss in every arena.

Biography:

Claire Heyison explores the thread of loss that pervaded even 
Selda’s personal image.

Performance:

June West molds the mechanisms of grieving into ritualistic 
and constructive actions based on coded objects. These objects 
are shown with an excerpt from a much longer text that lends 
a productive structure to a process that most people exert 
themselves to forget.

Excerpt:

Claire Mirocha presents a tiny piece from a lost review of a 
nonexistent art show.

Rendering:

Giovanna Olmos re-manifests past lost experiences using digital 
means, supplementing and eventually replacing the concrete.

Fiction:

Vanessa Thill’s poem originates from collected mistranslations of 
a Turkish song.

Works displayed:

Maia Ruth Lee’s XM (Exotic Matter) shows a multi-sided view 
of a checked bag in a Nepalese airport, with an accompanying 
alphabet of glyphs forming a deconstructed and codified system 
after the bag’s intricate rope fastenings. These selected photos are 
part of a collection of her documentation of specialized objects 
that runs alongside her sculptural practice.

Michael Merck presents Limited Time Only, a series of plaster 
casts of special-edition fast foods and their ensuing (un)natural 
disintegration. Each cast’s backside hosts a receipt detailing the 
source and title of these short-lived meal opportunities, which are 
left to be devoured by local mice.
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Libby Rothfeld’s American Pharoah situates itself valiantly as a 
forlorn totem in a heavily surveilled clearing. It is part of a body 
of new floor-based works that use carefully arranged, minimalistic 
supports and bases to situate homey characters in snug yet exalted 
positions.

Amy Brener displays a clothesline with digital counterparts 
to her sculptures of draped resin and electronic pieces. This 
line of work is an elegant formal blueprint on which to base her 
sophisticated experimentation with her chosen materials.

Jo Shane translates her recent works into flattened and collaged 
documents, layering and doubling sculptures that are themselves 
montages. Several of her static sculptures are belied by a deep 
recording of time, as liquid materials that flow in and out of daily 
use are painstakingly collected.

Jonathan Durham’s PVC pieces converse with the “knots” of 
psychiatrist R. D. Laing, meant to embody the logical sequences 
of delusions and psychosis. Like the texts, his series of works 
expose the circulation within human apparatuses, even in states of 
mental rupture.

Aslı Çavuşoğlu excerpts her ongoing work on the origins of 
national histories and archaeological “truths” with speculative 
diagrams of reconstructed ancient figures. Her work often 
constructs non-canonical narratives set into jarring encounters 
with real contexts, be they archaeological artifacts, television 
crime series, or foretelling building façades.

Vanessa Thill cuts a transect through the material and 
vocabulary of architecture with a concrete sculpture whose 
image is later convoluted by recorded glitches. Obsessed by the 
contour of a particular section of cracked subway tiles, she built a 
wooden mold in order to cast the shape in concrete. Despite her 
slow and neurotic approach to the physical process, the digital 
image instantly malfunctioned, resulting in further hauntings and 
unexpected impressions.
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